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NuBag System...
The NuBag AT models are fully complementary with the NuKeeper series, 
providing a practical solution to the movement of linen and laundry.
The basic construction is 
second to none with its 
Structofoam base; 200mm 
giant soft ride castors; 
corner and side wall 
protection and a choice 
between 100-litre and 
200-litre bag sizes.

An important design factor with the NuBag range is that all of 
the various models share a common range of bag types and 
sizes allowing specifications to be varied at any time to suit 
changing needs.

The bags 
themselves are 

unique, easily closed 
and even incorporating drag handles to assist 
movement where necessary.
A 100-litre extension kit allows additional 
bags to be added to each end if required.

NuBag Specification

 Model Waste Castors Size
  Bags

 Model Waste Castors Size
  Bags

 Model Waste Castors Size
  Bags

 NSX240 2 x 120L 4 x 75mm 780 x 580 x 930mm
 LLT200 2 x 100L 4 x 75mm 780 x 580 x 930mm
 NBT200 2 x 100L 4 x 75mm 780 x 580 x 860mm

 NB3002 1 x 200L + 1 x 100L 4 x 200mm 1110 x 665 x 1115mm
 NB3003 3 x 100L 4 x 200mm 1110 x 665 x 1115mm

 NX1001 1 x 100L 4 x 75mm 460 x 390 x 960mm
 NX1002 2 x 100L 4 x 75mm 760 x 460 x 960mm
 NX1501 1 x 150L 4 x 75mm 760 x 460 x 760mm
  NX2001 1 x 200L 4 x 75mm 760 x 460 x 960mm

Be it single or twin; folding or fixed 
waste; linen or laundry there will be a size 
and specification to suit the majority of 
applications.

NB3002
1 x 100L
1 x 200L

NB3003
3 x 100L
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NX-1001/1002... Servo-X System... Compact Twins...

The Servo X series is traditionally produced for 
the hotel industry, matching the grey colour theme of the 
NuKeeper range.
The model range of 4 sizes provides for many varying requirements but all are 
based on the same sound construction, bag design and folding technique.
The bags themselves are heavy duty and designed for easy removal, have a 
top closing 
system and 
drag handles 
to assist in 
movement as 
required.

The NX trolley has been with us for 20 years and will be with us for 
another 20 years.  
This is one of those classic, long life designs finding its way out into world 
markets in their 1000’s and continually increasing in numbers.
5 house colours, red, blue, green, yellow and grey, allow colour coded use 
and available as singles NX-1001 or twin NX-1002.  The NX-1001 can also use 

standard 120-litre (700mm x 1100mm) 
waste bag liners if 

required.

Bags are easily 
removed, closed 
and moved and 
folding design 
ensures compact 
storage.X-Trolley Folded

Accepts 
PolyBags

Designed to provide space saving answers in 
super strong but smaller sizes.
Twin waste, twin linen, twin laundry modules 
have always been the most popular in 
commercial 
establishments 
and due to 
the common 
dual end design, 
twin splits are 
also possible 
incorporating 
waste/laundry or 

laundry/
linen, 
etc

 A compact 
mobile twin 120-litre waste 
trolley, fully lidded providing 
excellent capacity for normal 
waste collection and disposal.

       The same 
Structofoam chassis and lidded 
superstructure but designed to 
take 2 full 100-litre washable linen 
laundry bags.  Bags can be easily 
colour coded.

                      There are 101 applications 
where mobile bags are required, especially 
within the hotel and care-home environment.

Even our bag system is unique - easy to 
remove, easy to close and easy to move.

Twin Bags

NSX240 Poly 
Waste Bags

LLT200 
Washable 
Linen Bags

NBT200 
Laundry 
Bags

NX1001

NX1001

NX1002

NX1002

NX1501

NX2001

Twin Linen

Twin Sax
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